
Minutes for Treasure Valuation Committee Meeting –9
th

 April 2015 

 
The meeting was held in the Board Room at the British Museum on Thursday, 9th April 2015 at 
11:00 am.      
 
Present 

 

Committee:                                      British Museum:   Apologies: 
Colin Renfrew (Chair)                      Roger Bland    Mark Caldon (DCMS) 
Harry Bain                                        Becky Dobson 
Jim Brown                                        Janina Parol 
Marian Campbell                              Ian Richardson 
Ian Carradice 
Peter Clayton 
Hetty Gleave 
Tim Pestell 
 

 

Item 1: Minutes of the meeting of Wednesday, 4
th

 February 2015 

 

Passed as a true record of the meeting. 
 

Item 2: Objects 

 
Bronze Age artefacts 
 
1. Bronze Age gold ribbon from Phillack, Cornwall (2014 T283, CORN-0E9443) 
The provisional valuer suggested £50. The Committee examined the gold ribbon in light of this and 
noted the formula applied by the provisional valuer. As an identifiable object in its own right, 
rather than a piece of undecorated scrap, the Committee would normally look to the item’s unique 
appeal rather than its bullion value when arriving at a recommended value. In this instance it so 
happened that the suggested figure was felt to be accurate for the small, decorated piece, and in 
agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £50. The Committee noted 
that the find was made in Cornwall, where the Duchy of Cornwall holds a Treasure franchise, and 
that the Royal Cornwall Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
2. Bronze Age gold strip from Roche, Cornwall (2014 T39, CORN-8EC344) 
The provisional valuer suggested £150. The Committee inspected the strip in light of this and noted 
that it had some substance but that it featured little decoration and was in a crumpled state. It was 
observed that the suggested value was only slightly above the bullion value of the item, but in its 
poor condition this was felt to be appropriate.  In agreement with the provisional valuer, the 
Committee recommended £150. The Committee noted that the find was made in Cornwall, where 
the Duchy of Cornwall holds a Treasure franchise, and that the Royal Cornwall Museum hopes to 
acquire. 
 
 
3. Bronze Age gold penannular ring from Much Hadham, Hertfordshire (2013 T739, BH-

D0CF18) 

The provisional valuer suggested £900. The Committee examined the penannular ring in light of 
this and commented that most of the examples that came before it had copper-alloy cores, and were 
usually valued in the £500 - £600 range depending on their condition. As a solid gold ring, this 
example was felt to be worth more, and the suggested value was felt to be accurate. In agreement 
with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £900. The Forge Museum hopes to 
acquire. 
 
 
Early Medieval artefacts 
 
4. Early Medieval silver pin (incomplete) from Wigmore area, Herefordshire (2012 T509, 

HESH-EA0514) 



The provisional valuer suggested £20-£22. The Committee viewed the pin in light of this and noted 
its incomplete state. In agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £20. 
Herefordshire Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
5. Early Medieval silver Thor’s hammer pendant from South Ferriby, North Lincolnshire 

(2013 T176, NLM-1A6811) 
The provisional valuer suggested £70-£90. The Committee examined the pendant in light of this 
and agreed with the qualification in the report which said that ‘identification of this as a Thor’s 
hammer pendant ha[s] to remain tentative’. The object was not felt to possess much attraction, and 
was missing its patina, perhaps due to over-cleaning. In agreement with the provisional valuer, the 
Committee recommended £70. North Lincolnshire Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
6. Early Medieval silver-gilt pyramid mount (incomplete) from Wellesbourne area, 

Warwickshire (2014 T742, WMID-77A22D) 
The provisional valuer suggested £450-£500. The Committee inspected the mount in light of this, 
acknowledging its attractive design but pointing out that the damage the piece had suffered would 
detract from its appeal in the market. The Committee cited two similar (but complete) items sold 
by Timeline Originals, one for £550 in 2004 and another for £475 in 2007. Having regard to all of 
this, the Committee felt the provisional valuation was slightly high, and recommended £400. 
Warwickshire Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
7. Early Medieval silver-gilt pendant from Winteringham, North Lincolnshire (2014 T631, 

NLM-7F954A) 

The provisional valuer suggested £600-£700. The finder submitted comments and examples of 
similar silver Odin pendants sold at Timeline Auctions. The Committee took this into consideration 
as it viewed the item. The Committee acknowledged the similarity between the pendant from 
Winteringham and those sold at Timeline Auctions, and noted that the wide range between the 
prices achieved by some of those pendant and the provisional valuation. The provisional valuation 
cited as comparisons silver Early Medieval pendants of similar size and appearance, but featuring 
different motifs.  Before making a recommendation, the Committee wished to make sure that the 
provisional valuer was aware of the sales of the other Odin pendants and to ask whether knowledge 
of their sale would alter the suggestion she had made. The Committee agreed to reconsider the case 
when it had heard from the provisional valuer. North Lincolnshire Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
8. Early Medieval gold finger-ring from Thaxted, Essex (2013 T574, ESS-1E0E04) 

The provisional valuer suggested £5,000-£6,000. The Committee examined the ring in light of this 
and was impressed with its large size. The provisional valuation was felt to be well-supported and 
took correct account of the condition of the item. The Committee felt there was no reason to favour 
the higher or lower figure in the suggested range, so it recommended £5,500. Saffron Walden 
Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
9. Early Medieval gold pendant from North Lincolnshire area (2014 T202, SWYOR-293CB4) 
The provisional valuer suggested £900. The finder submitted comments including an email from 

of Timeline Auctions. The Committee took account of all of this as it viewed the 
object. 
 
It was felt to be an attractive example, with more decoration and heavier than similar pendants 
value by the Committee (2010 T101, KENT-D23D23, valued at £1000; 2012 T714, Kent-6E1652, 
valued at £850). The Committee noted that Mr ’s valuation made it clear that he had not 
seen the object in person, and explained that it attached more weight to valuations where the valuer 
had done so. It agreed with the finder that the parallel cited by the provisional valuer, an Anglo-
Saxon gold repoussé bracteate pendant, was less desirable than the pendant from North 
Lincolnshire, but considered that the provisional valuer appreciated this as well. 
 
Taking all of the above into consideration, the Committee recommended £1200. North 
Lincolnshire Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
 
10. Early Medieval silver-gilt pyramid mount from Gainforth area, County Durham (2013 

T750, DUR-BA5975)- 4
th

 viewing 
The first provisional valuer suggested £5,000.  The Committee had seen the mount at its meeting of 
16th July 2014 and requested a second provisional valuation. The second provisional valuer 



suggested £365. The Committee considered the case again at its meeting of 10th September 2014 
and recommended £750.  The landowner challenged the recommended valuation and the 
Committee saw the pendant again at its meeting of 17th December 2014, where it confirmed a 
recommendation of £750. The landowner submitted comments with regards to the recommended 
valuation and a private valuation from  TimeLine Auctions, for £3,000 - £5,000. 
 
The Committee considered the item again in light of this, and noted that the private valuation 
appeared to have been carried out remotely and there was no evidence that Mr had 
visited the museum to view it. The Committee explained that it is not able to give much weight to a 
valuation where the valuer has not seen the object in person. That being the case, the Committee 
found nothing in the most recent submission to cause it to depart from its previous 
recommendation, but it invited the landowner to arrange for Mr to visit the museum and 
view the object and supply an updated valuation. The Committee deferred the case until the next 
meeting, when it hopes to have an answer from the landowner.  
 
Bowes Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
 
Medieval Artefacts 

 
11.Medieval silver brooch from Parham, West Sussex (2014 T345, SUR-CA7612) 
The provisional valuer suggested £10. The Committee viewed the brooch in light of this and took 
account of its incompleteness and damage. In agreement with the provisional valuer, it 
recommended £10. Horsham Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
12. Medieval silver brooch fragment from Hurworth, Darlington (2014 T187, DUR-833236) 

The provisional valuer suggested £5. The Committee viewed the brooch fragment in light of this 
and in agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £5. Auckland Castle Trust hopes to 
acquire. 
 
13. Medieval silver brooch/buckle from East of Colchester area, Essex (2013 T690, ESS-

2598D8) 
The provisional valuer suggested £16. The Committee inspected the item in light of this and in 
agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £16. Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service 
hopes to acquire. 
 
14. Medieval silver finger-ring from East of Colchester, Essex (2013 T870, ESS-1C8F43) 
The provisional valuer suggested £250. The Committee examined the finger-ring in light of this 
and commented that it was fairly unusual, and therefore interesting, but that it was not in very good 
condition. In agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £250. 
Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
15.Medieval silver-gilt finger-ring from Roxby cum Risby, North Lincolnshire (2014 T729, 

NLM-124B3E) 

The provisional valuer suggested £300. The Committee viewed the finger-ring in light of this and 
noted its crude decoration. In agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended 
£300. North Lincolnshire Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
16. Medieval gold finger-ring from Bolnhurst & Keysoe, Bedfordshire (2013 T668, BH-

E6D3F8)- 2
nd

 viewing 

The provisional valuer had suggested £10,000. The Committee viewed the ring at its meeting of 
17th December 2014 and recommended £10,000. The Museum challenged the valuation, and the 
finder and landowner submitted comments.  
 
The Committee examined the finger-ring again and took account of all of the submissions. It 
clarified for the finder and landowner that it was not possible to return the ring because a museum 
still hoped to acquire it through the Treasure process. The Committee noted the museum’s concern 
over the admission by the provisional valuer that she had not been able to identify the stone in the 
ring due to the lighting conditions, but noted that this seemed only to pertain to that specific task 
and there was no indication that the valuer was otherwise bothered by the lighting. The valuer had 
assumed that the stone was a garnet and XRF analysis at the British Museum confirmed this, so the 
valuer’s report was felt to carry some weight.  



The Committee further agreed that the damage suffered by the ring and its loss of two pearls 
seemed rectifiable with minimum effort, and explained that in accordance with paragraph 66 of the 
Treasure Act Code of Practice, ‘it is expected that the Committee will be aware of the potential 
value of the object in its conserved state, after the deduction of notional cleaning and conservation 
costs.’    
 
The additional comparison submitted by the museum was not felt to be very similar to the finger-
ring in question, and the Committee did not feel it was a useful indicator of the finger-ring’s 
market value. 
 
Having regard to all of the above, the Committee found that no evidence had been supplied to 
cause it to depart from its earlier recommendation, and it confirmed a value of £10,000. The 
Ashmolean Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
Post-Medieval Artefacts 

 

17.Post-Medieval silver seal-matrix from Tendring District area, Essex (2013 T692, ESS-

25FC44) 

The provisional valuer suggested £120. The Committee examined the seal-matrix in light of this 
and noted the slight damage it had suffered. In agreement with the provisional valuer, the 
Committee recommended £120. Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire. 
 
18. Post-Medieval silver thimble from Lambourne, Essex (2014 T253, SUR-639460) 

The provisional valuer suggested £150. The finder submitted comments and comparanda. The 
Committee took account of this as it viewed the thimble. It observed that the parallels supplied by 
the finder achieved higher figures at auction because they were in better condition and, in the case 
of the first example, because its Norwich maker’s mark was rare and would appeal to collectors. 
The Lambourne thimble was seen to be in a damaged state. The Committee felt that the suggested 
value was accurate, and in agreement with the provisional valuer, it recommended £150. Epping 
Forest District Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
19. Post-Medieval silver bodkin fragment from Matching, Essex (2011 T506, ESS-2ABA33) 
The provisional valuer suggested £5. The Committee examined the fragment in light of this and in 
agreement with the provisional valuer, recommended £5. Epping Forest District Museum hopes to 
acquire. 
 
20. Post-Medieval silver-gilt dress hook (incomplete) from Arne, Dorset (2014 T431, DOR-

AD0C54) 

The provisional valuer suggested £100. The Committee viewed the dress hook in light of this and 
felt it was an attractive item, noting however that it suffered from a break in its shaft. In agreement 
with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £100. Dorset County Museum hopes to 
acquire. 
 
21. Post-Medieval gold dress fastener from Harlow area, Essex (2011 T510, ESS-E44CD6) 

The provisional valuer suggested £80. The Committee inspected the dress fastener in light of this 
and observed that it would have been an attractive item. It noted that most similar items that come 
before it are composed of silver or silver-gilt; a gold example of double the weight (2012 T629, 
NMS-DF72E6), in good condition but lacking any further decoration, was valued by the 
Committee at £500.  The Harlow fastener, though lighter and in worse condition, was felt to be 
slightly undervalued, and the Committee recommended £100. Harlow Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
22. Post-Medieval silver spoon (incomplete) from Gilmonby, Durham (2013 T741, DUR-

B9BAC6) 
The provisional valuer suggested £50. The Committee examined the spoon in light of this and 
noted that it was not a rare example and that it had been damaged. In agreement with the 
provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £50. Durham University Museum hopes to 
acquire. 
 
23. Post-Medieval gold pendant from Skellow, Doncaster (2013 T807, SWYOR-7346E4)- 2

nd
 

viewing 
The first provisional valuer suggested £5,000, the second provisional valuer suggested £800. The 
finder and landowner had supplied comments and the museum had supplied comments and 



comparanda. The Committee had seen the pendant at its meeting of 4th February 2015 and 
recommended a value of £5,000. The museum challenged the valuation and the Committee viewed 
the pendant again. The Committee commented that the pendant was attractive and that its age and 
provenance made it very rare and interesting. It felt that it would benefit from a more detailed 
explanation from the first valuer, explaining how he had arrived at his suggested figure of £5,000, 
and resolved to ask this of him. At the same time, the Committee requested that a third valuation be 
carried out by  and it agreed to reconsider the case when that information is received. 
Doncaster Museum hopes to acquire. 
 

Item 3: Coins 

 
Iron Age Coins 

 
24. Iron Age gold coins (5) from Elmney Lovett, Worcestershire (2013 T621, WAW-45AEF3) 
The provisional valuer suggested £5,000-£6,400. The Committee inspected the coins in light of this 
and felt that the suggested range was accurate, though slightly conservative, and it felt a figure 
towards the higher end of the range was appropriate. In agreement with the provisional valuer, the 
Committee recommended £6,000. Museums Worcestershire hopes to acquire. 
 
Roman coins: 

 
25. Roman silver denarii (3) from Dolphinholme area, Lancashire (2014 T320, LANCUM-

4DC831) 

The provisional valuer suggested £15. The Committee examined the denarii in light of this and, 
whilst acknowledging their poor condition, also felt that they could achieve a slightly higher figure 
in the market. The Committee recommended £20. Lancaster City Museum hopes to acquire. 
 

26. Roman silver denarii (11) from Kington, Herefordshire (2013 T500, HESH-0E0582) 

The provisional valuer suggested £52. The Committee inspected the denarii in light of this and 
found the valuation to be too low; the legionary coin of Mark Antony, in particular, was felt to be 
worth much more than the £5 attributed to it. The Committee recommended £100. Kington 
Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
27. Roman silver coins (4) from Bottesford, North Lincolnshire (2014 T288, NLM-ADA762, 

NLM-28BC26, NLM-C03203, NLM-ADD973) 

The provisional valuer suggested £300-£375, and it was noted that the valuer had included in his 
report a coin of Philip II (£20-£25) which had been determined to be not a part of the hoard, and 
would therefore be returned to the finder/landowner. The Committee viewed the remaining four 
coins and felt that the higher values suggested were accurate, and in agreement with the provisional 
valuer, the Committee recommended £350. North Lincolnshire Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
28. Roman silver coin hoard (30) from Warwick area, Warwickshire (2014 T203, WMID-

1AC648) 

The provisional valuer suggested £500-£600. The Committee inspected the coins in light of this 
and found the valuation to be correctly worked out for the individual emperors. In agreement with 
the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £550. Warwickshire Museum hopes to 
acquire. 
 
29. Roman coin hoard (37) from Dutton, Cheshire (2014 T539, LVPL-B38AFC) 

The provisional valuer suggested £900-£1,100. The Committee examined the coins in light of this 
and felt that the valuation was well-justified and correctly broken-down. In agreement with the 
provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £1,027. Grosvenor Museum hopes to acquire. 
 

30. Roman silver denarii (20) from Sweffling, Suffolk (2013 T680, WAW-2486F8) 

The provisional valuer suggested £380. Two of the finders submitted comments regarding the 
provisional valuation. The Committee examined the coins in light of this and took account of the 
finders’ submissions. 
 
The Committee wished to point out that this meeting was the first occasion at which it had seen the 
coins and discussed them. The paperwork received by the finders, landowner and museum 
included the provisional valuation carried out by an independent expert in the trade, which the 
Committee would use in its forthcoming discussion. Interested parties are welcome to comment on 



the provisional valuation (as two of them had done) but they should understand that this did not 
represent the Committee’s recommended figure. Therefore criticisms of the Committee’s valuation 
put forth by one of the finders were at this stage premature.   
 
The Committee understood that the provisional valuer’s report had originally omitted coin #1, but 
saw that this was subsequently amended and the coin included. It also understood that the subject 
line in correspondence regarding these coins had mistakenly referred to them as copper-alloy, and 
it reassured the interested parties that this was a typo and that all concerned know the coins to be 
made of silver. 
 
The Committee explained that from the point of view of coin dealers, the term ‘fragment’ could 
mean anything less than a complete coin, and it agreed with the provisional valuer’s assessment of 
the market value of the fragments in this hoard. It felt however that the complete coins had been 
significantly undervalued, with some of the coins worth twice as much as suggested by the 
provisional valuer.   
 
The Committee totalled up the coins by finder and came to the following recommendation: 
 

 £242 
£248 

 £141 
£63. 

 
Total: £694 
 
Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes to acquire.  
 
Finally, the Committee sympathised with the frustration felt by interested parties who had waited 
18 months from the point of discovery for the case to reach this stage of the Treasure process. It 
was noted that the case had been with the Coroner’s office for a period of 10 months, awaiting an 
inquest to be held. It understood that efforts were being made to encourage coroners to hold 
inquests in a timely manner, within three months of having been asked to do so, in order to 
minimise such frustration. 
 
 
31. Roman copper alloy coin hoard (c.22,000) from Seaton, Devon (2013 T763, PAS-

D7EA4C)- 2
nd

 viewing 
The first provisional valuer suggested £17,986. The finder submitted comments and the Committee 
examined the hoard at its meeting of 17th December 2014. It requested a second valuation, and the 
second provisional valuer suggested £40,000-£60,000. The finder and museum submitted 
comments. 
 
The Committee considered the coins in light of this, taking account of all the information before it. 
The major factors influencing its decision were that most of the coins were quite common, and that 
they would require professional conservation but that the present condition of most was quite good so 
the conservation would not need to be carried out to the degree it had been on the Frome Hoard, for 
instance.  The Committee was impressed with the logic of the second valuer, who based his total on 
the results of recent auctions, including the sale of coins from the Bishop's Wood hoard by Baldwin's 
in May 2010, but also included a substantial reduction to reflect the uncleaned state and large 
numbers of coins in the Seaton hoard. The average of £2 - £3 per coin was felt to be much more 
realistic than the first valuer’s estimation. In agreement with the second provisional valuer, the 
Committee recommended £50,000. Royal Albert Memorial Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
 
Early-Medieval Coins 
 
32. Early Medieval gold coin from Colchester District, Essex (2012 T249, ESS-8632F4) 

The provisional valuer suggested £265. The Committee examined the coin in light of this and 
commented that the parallel provided by the valuer, from an auction by Classical Numismatic 
Group on 12 February 2015 (lot 539) was for a large flan type, whereas the coin in question is a 
small flan type and more unusual. The Committee therefore felt that the correct value would be 



greater than that suggested, and recommended £400. Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service hopes 
to acquire. 
 
33. Early Medieval gold coin from Colchester District, Essex (2012 T248, ESS-84D6A3) 

The provisional valuer suggested £900. The Committee inspected the coin in light of this and felt 
that the suggestion was slightly conservative, especially when compared to the example provided 
in the valuation report. The Committee recommended £1200. Colchester & Ipswich Museum 
Service hopes to acquire. 
 

 

Medieval Coins 
 
34. Medieval silver coin hoard (7) from Kingsclere, Hampshire (2014 T100, BERK-81310D) 

The provisional valuer suggested £102. The Committee viewed the coin hoard in light of this and 
noted the poor condition of some of the coins and recommended £100. Hampshire Cultural Trust 
hopes to acquire. 
 
35. Medieval silver-gilt coin brooch from Hadstock, Essex (2011 T934, CAM-1FB9C5) 

The provisional valuer suggested £120. The Committee examined the brooch in light of this and 
concurred with the valuer’s view of the limited market appeal that the damage item retained. In 
agreement with the provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £120. Saffron Walden 
Museum hopes to acquire.  
 
36. Medieval silver coin hoard (15) from Coleshill area, Buckinghamshire (2014 T662, BUC-

56AD6B) 

The provisional valuer suggested £258. The Committee viewed the coin hoard in light of this and 
observed the very poor condition of the coins. It felt that the provisional valuation over-estimated 
the appeal of the coins and it recommended £200. Buckinghamshire County Museum hopes to 
acquire. 
 
37. Medieval gold coins (6) from South West of Buckingham area, Buckinghamshire (2014 

T204, BUC-3F1861) 
The provisional valuer suggested £12,300. The Committee inspected the coins in light of this. It 
felt that the valuation was in the correct region, and that while two of the coins were slightly over-
valued, the remaining four had more appeal than the valuer had accounted for. The Committee 
recommended £13,000. Buckinghamshire County Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
 
[Tim Pestell left the room] 

 
Item 4: Norfolk Cases 

 
38. Early Medieval gold bracteates and gold armlet from Holt area, Norfolk (2013 T628, 

LVPL-511952 & LVPL-5146E4)- 2
nd

 viewing 

The provisional valuer suggested £4,000 for the bracteate and £8,000 for the armlet. The 
Committee had seen the items at its meeting of 4th February 2015 and recommended £12,000.  
The finder and landowner submitted a challenge to the recommended valuation.  
 
The Committee thanked the finder and landowner for their letter, and acknowledged that there had 
been an administrative oversight that meant that they had not received the provisional valuation 
before the last meeting of the Committee, when the case was discussed. The Committee had now 
received their comments so it considered the case afresh.  
 
In response to one of the points raised by the finder and landowner, the Committee pointed out that 
although the damage suffered by the pieces is indeed part of their history, the Committee is tasked 
with recommending a value for the pieces equivalent to what they might receive on the open 
market, and the fact remains that bent and crumpled examples of these objects would not command 
as high a price on the open market as unblemished ones. The Committee further assured the finder 
and landowner that with respect to the bracteate it appreciated that it benefitted from the retention 
of its suspension loop (which had not been the case with the earlier bracteate 2009 T657) and that 
it was only the central element that was die-identical to the earlier example.  
 



The rarity of items on the market comparable to the armlet was acknowledged, but the Committee 
felt that the comparisons suggested by the finder and landowner were not similar enough to support 
an argument that the provisional valuer’s suggestion was incorrect.   
 
The Committee felt that the provisional valuation took adequate account of the provenance of the 
items and the fact that they were from a 5th-6th century hoard. It felt that the valuation was 
considered and balanced and in agreement with the provisional valuer, it recommended £12,000. 
Norwich Castle Museum hopes to acquire.  
 
 
39. Post-Medieval silver vervel from Colney, Norfolk (2013 T172, NMS-F2EEC6)- 3

rd
 viewing 

The provisional valuer had suggested £2,350.  The finder had submitted comments regarding this, 
and the vervel was seen at the Committee’s meeting of 16th July 2014 where these were taken into 
account. The Committee had recommended £3,000.  The finder and landowner submitted a 
challenge to the recommended valuation, and the Committee considered the case again at its 
meeting of 29th October 2014. The Committee confirmed a recommendation of £3,000. The finder 
supplied a private valuation from Bonham’s for £6,000. 
 
The Committee took account of all of the above as it examined the vervel again. It was noted that 
an expert from Bonham’s had visited the British Museum and examined the vervel in person. Of 
concern, however, was the fact that the report forwarded to the Committee consisted only of a 
single line description and a price. The Committee explained that it would normally expect a 
valuation report to include an itemised list of comparable objects that had been sold on the market, 
or a reason why such comparisons could not be found and the rationale for the sum proposed. It 
was further noted that the report was unsigned and unattributed to any individual, so it was 
impossible for the Committee to gauge their level of experience in dealing with such items.  The 
Committee found the report to be so lacking in substance that in its present form the Committee 
could attach no weight to the suggested value of £6,000. The Committee therefore asked whether 
the finder could arrange for Bonhams to supply a more substantial report and for it to include the 
name and credentials of its author.    
 
The Committee agreed to defer a recommendation until the following meeting, in the hope that the 
finder might provide this information. Norwich Castle Museum hopes to acquire. 
 
40. Roman silver denarii (54) from South Norfolk area (2014 T94, NMS-0F1E88)- 2

nd
 viewing          

The first provisional valuer suggested £732. The finder had supplied comments, expressing 
disappointment with the low valuation and supplying comparanda. The Committee had seen the 
coins at its meeting of 17th December 2014 and requested a second provisional valuation. The 
second provisional valuer suggested £2,000-2,500. The Committee examined the coins again in 
light of this and felt that the second valuation was much more accurate. Indeed it was noted that the 
second provisional valuation coincided much more closely with the recommendation the 
Committee had made for the first group of coins from this hoard (2012 T810). In agreement with 
the second provisional valuer, the Committee recommended £2,450. Norwich Castle Museum 
hopes to acquire. 
 
[Tim Pestell re-entered the room, Roger Bland left the room] 

 
 
Item 5: British Museum Cases 
 
41. Bronze Age gold ornaments (8), pottery and copper alloy awl from Woolaston, 

Gloucestershire (2013 T805) – 3
rd

 viewing 

The first provisional valuer suggested £22,000 - £28,000, and the second provisional valuer 
suggested £18,000. The finders had supplied comments. The Committee had seen the items at its 
meeting of 29th October 2014 and recommended £20,000. The finder had submitted a challenge 
and the Committee took account of this as it viewed the case again at its meeting of 4th February 
2015, where it confirmed a valuation of £20,000. The finders and landowner submitted a further 
challenge. 
 
The Committee considered all of this as it examined the bracelets again. It firstly explained that it 
was not the case that large coin hoards are conserved prior to valuation, rather, they are usually 
disaggregated to the point where most of the contents can be identified and may be given a light 



cleaning to aid in this identification. Fused or concreted coins are usually left together as the case 
goes through the valuation process (see for instance cases 2008 T473, LEIC-BFD867; 2010 T790, 
ESS-0F72F4). The procedures of the Treasure Act do not allow for invasive or possibly destructive 
procedures to be carried out on items of Treasure prior to their acquisition by a museum, and any 
attempts to separate the bracelets should only be carried out once they have passed into the care of 
the acquiring museum. The Committee felt that enough of the bracelets were visible for them to be 
adequately identified and appreciated. It further noted that the soil plug remaining in the centre of 
Set C had been X-rayed and that it did not contain any other artefacts.   
 
The Committee further explained that it appreciated the rarity of the items and assured the finders 
that its valuation incorporated this factor. The weight and wearability of the items are also relevant 
considerations because the valuation procedure is carried out against a spectrum of material where 
these factors influence the agreed price on the open market.   
 
The Committee also pointed out to the parties that it is a Non-Departmental Public Body which 
advises the Secretary of State on the value of Treasure finds. It is independent of the British 
Museum and the assertions made by the interested parties that ‘valuers on behalf of the British 
Museum put a valuation on the 8 gold bangles at between £18,000 and £28,000 yet the price they 
went for is at the bottom end…It appears to us that the British Museum simply wants to take them 
of (sic) us for as cheap a price as possible’ were incorrect.     
 
The Committee found nothing in the finders’ and landowner’s submission to cause it to depart 
from its previous recommendation, and it confirmed a valuation of £20,000. The British Museum 
hopes to acquire. 
 
[Roger Bland re-entered the room] 

 
Item 6: Any other business 

 

Future management of Treasure section within the British Museum 

 
It had come to the Committee’s attention that the British Museum was conducting a review of the 
management of the Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) and Treasure teams and that it had 
proposed making a series of changes which would see these teams transferred to the departments 
of Learning, Volunteers and Audiences (LVA) and Digital and Publishing (D&P). The Committee 
had learned of the review and proposals through correspondence between the Director of the 
Museum and the All-Party Parliamentary Archaeology Group (APPAG), whose 
Chair, Lord Renfrew, also chairs the Treasure Valuation Committee.  
 
The Committee noted that it had not been formally or informally consulted on these matters and 
that it had not been explicitly invited to comment, and understood that it was the position of the 
Museum that these were routine matters of internal management. Nevertheless, given that its work 
is serviced by the Treasure team, it wished to offer the following comments to the Museum, and 
the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), whom the Committee advise:    
 

a. As the body tasked with making recommendations on the value and 
apportionment of rewards for Treasure items, the Committee very much values 
the integrated systems in place at this present time, and is very aware of the 
benefits of having the Treasure team sit within the Department of Britain, Europe 
and Prehistory (BEP). Indeed it was noted that the merging of the former 
departments of Prehistory and Europe (P&E) and Portable Antiquities & Treasure 
(PA&T) enabled the introduction of efficiencies into the work of the Treasure 
team by enabling a closer working relationship with expert curators in BEP (who 
report on the majority of Treasure cases) and by easing the logistical burden of 
curating the physical items whilst they are at the museum. The Committee feels 
that under the current management it is very well served by the work of the 
Treasure Team and grateful for the advice of the Keeper of BEP (Roger Bland). 

b. It is the case that the Committee sometimes hears criticism over the length of time 
taken in the processing of Treasure cases, some of which can be attributed to 
external factors such as the speed with which coroners operate, but noted that 
delay in other elements of the Treasure process is minimised by the present 
system of integration with the Department of BEP.  



c. The Committee is acutely mindful of the benefits of the close relationship 
between the Treasure system and the PAS. The success of the Treasure Act, as 
measured in the number of finds reported and items acquired by museums, is 
largely made possible by the work of the Finds Liaison Officers (FLOs), to whom 
almost all Treasure finds are reported. In that respect, although the future of the 
PAS is not the responsibility of the Treasure Valuation Committee, it is conscious 
that the future success of the Treasure Act depends on a thriving PAS. The 
Committee is aware of the considerable effort that has gone into maintaining 
adequate funding for the PAS, especially in recent times of increased financial 
stringency, and that it has been the actions of the Keeper of BEP that have been 
the primary driver in ensuring this funding has been met. The Committee is aware 
for instance of the recent success in obtaining extra funding from the Headley 
Trust to meet a shortfall for the Financial Year 2015/16. 

 
The Committee agreed that it was appropriate to draw these comments to the attention of the 
Director of the Museum and the DCMS in the form of a letter from the Chairman. 
 
 
Treasure Guidance for Coroners – Representatives from the DCMS and British Museum had 
met with representatives from the Chief Coroner’s Office in July 2013 to discuss proposed 
efficiencies in the coronial system for dealing with Treasure. Since that time, discussion between 
the BM, the Treasure representative on the Coroner’s Society of England and Wales (Andrew 
Haigh) and the Chief Coroner’s Office had focused on two topics; producing guidance on Treasure 
to be issued by the Chief Coroner’s Office (including the instruction to use standardised forms), 
and the offer of training to Coroners and their officers, probably provided by the BM Treasure 
team.  
 
The Committee is aware through its work that there are still interested parties who complain about 
some aspects of the coronial system, mostly the length of time it can take an inquest to be held. 
The Committee therefore looked forward to a time when the system for dealing with Treasure 
could be made more efficient by issuing this guidance or the provision of training. The Committee 
asked the Secretariat to write to Chief Coroner’s Office and ask about progress in these matters. 



Provisional valuations: 

 
1.  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




